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sprinkler irrigation 

PMKSY 
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within this limited period 
Pro Siltation Measures to protect

Matiphala and its adjorning area from the erosion of river
Brahmaputra under SOPD-G 2022-23. 

Pro Silt-
ation Measures to protect Padmeralga and its adjorning areas from
the erosion of river Brahmaputra under SOPD-G 2022-23. 
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Pro Siltation Measures to protect Sundarpara and its adjorning
areas from the erosion of river of Brahmaputra under SOPD-G 2022-
23. 

protection 
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tem-
porary permanent

temporary flood fighting material 
Geobag, Porcupine, Cement rate 

 porcupine 
Geobag temporary 

permanent 

SOP Circular ground reality SOP
per GP Fertilizer retailer 

Fertilizer Sown area pattern of
cropping per
GP Fertilizer retailer 

Fertilizer retailer

District Level Fertilizer Committee require-
ment  basis 

per GP Fertilizer retailer 
SOP cancel as per District Level Fertilizer Commit-

tee   retailer 
As per SOP, Fertilizer company shall carry the fertil-

izer to the retailers sale point, but this not done till today. 
retailer godown as per SOP 

SOP 
Company Company 

SOP SOP jurisdiction of Re-
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tailer, retail license are required to operate within his/her area at
operation as indicated in his/her application and retail license. There
should be one retailer per block

requirement 

retailer BBFCL matrix marketing board 
Com-

mittee 
retailer 

requirement that is based on wrong calculation
sown area whereas the actual

area of Mandia Block is 15200 hector. sown area

Udireswar, 

retailer 
retailer 

sown area actual 

retailer 
Nano Urea

available Nano Urea 500 ML bottle of Nano
Urea is equivalent to 145 KG of Urea,

promotion de-
partment 

Until Nano Urea is
made popularized, alternative 
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minimum fertilizer 
task force

supplementary question 

retailer 
retailer retailer 

agency 
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Hon'ble Speaker Sir, the answer given
by Hon'ble Minister does not suggest any specific modus-operandi
and identification of product cluster for doubling the farmers in-
come. Towards the process of identifying product cluster one vil-
lage one product like Japan could be adopted, it is my sussgestion
and also when it is encouraged for marketing and self support, similer
supports are given for making of these products also there in Thai-
land one Tumbone or product scheme, spice export villages in
Srilanka are another example, which can also be adopted by us.
Hereby, I want to acknowledge the Hon'ble Minister's assurence on
the above mentioned World wide aspects on model of agriculture to
be adopted in our State.If so, by when and if not, why ?
Hon'ble Speaker : Hon'ble Minister.

one village one product one district
one product 
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ý×ÃÃ¿î Â÷ËñÉ Õ±¿åÃù, î Â±Ëî Â cartel 

requirement 

Please supplemantary 

Flash Flood Flash Flood 
flash Flood 

flash flood 

East-West

flash flood 
spot verification

irrigation scheme
irrigation scheme

irrigation 
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irri-
gation scheme 

irrigation scheme 

dangerous equally dan-
gerous. 

flash flood 

adverse affect 

IIT IIT fisibility
report 

affect 
fisibility report IIT 

present technical struc-
ture, adverse affect 

IIT
fisibility report 

Irrigation 

Irrigation 
Irrigation 

Guardain Minister 

Annexure-1 Annexure-II 
supplemantary 

BADP scheme 
International Boundary ,
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Inter State boundrary, 
 

BADP 

once for all settle 

One to one Chief
Minister level 

Disputed point 
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Flood Drill 

Flood Drill
Bamboo palasiding

Flood Drill 
maintance and repairing  Centrally Flood
Fighting Material

Flood Drill 

Cost approval Anti erosion works 
continue

protection

FMBFB .....interruptions.....

.....interruptions.....
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interruptions.....
specific

team
team

recommend ......interruptions....

......interruptions....
......interruptions.....

 ...interrup-
tions.....

...interruptions.....
Please silent.  

interruptions.....
interruptions.....

betray Fashion
Dress

team

  miscommunication
IIT

recommendation

interruptions.....
interruptions.....

interruptions.....
interruptions.....

interruptions.....
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stock

visit

support

requirement 
visit

manpower shortage
Veterinary Officer VFA shortage

Dam

stake holder

communication
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National Water Development Agency

Feasibility Report  seriously analysis 
adverse effect

communication

Cold Storage

Horticulture HMNEH
50% subsidy Cold Storage interruption

Society
feasible feasible interrup-

tion
Please

inter-
ruptions 

Question Hour over
Admissibility

I
will bear true faith and arigence  to the constitution of India as by
Law established that I will awful the sovereignity and intigrity  and
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that I will faithfully discharge the duty upon which I'm about to enter.

Rule
56 

interpretation  Supreme Court of India Supreme Court
of India interpretation Law maker  

law 

Directive
Principle of State Policy 

defamation
case  
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Supreme Court 
Rule-56 not more than one

such motion, not more than one matter can be discussed in the same
motion, the motion must not revive discussion, the matter discussed
in the same session, the motion must not anticipate a matter which
has been previously anoited for consideration, the motion must not
deal with a matter on which a resolution couldnot be move, a motion
shall not deal with any matter which is under abjudication by a Court
of law, the motion shall not raise a question of privilege, that it must
not relate to a matter which is not  primarily the concern of the
Government of State. Union of
State.

BBC  opposition 

constitutional validity
of section 499 and 500 of the ITC, Section 199 of CRPC,I feel this
Subramanian Swamy v.Uninion of India in 2016 by a 3 judge bench.

Subramanian Swamy 
defamation  

red corner notice  CBI  

defamation 
Khushboo v. Kanniammal case 2010

there was no prima facie case of defa-
mation. The Court held that there was neither any intent or part of the
applaint Khushboo to cause harm to the reputation of complainance
More importantly the bench further reason that complainant could
not be properly  described as persons aggrieved within the meaning
of section 199 of CRPC. complain 

illegal Supreme Court 
Can't constitute a readily identiful group of people, OBC 

Rahul Gandhi's remark was not directed at the complainant in
this case. Purnesh Modi case

Subramanian Swamy para-172 Khushboo
Khushboo ques-
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tion caused to the accused was made the subject of this complaint in
this Surat case a having injured the reputation of the complainant
who was not intended. Complain  

section 202  
local magistrate para-

graph 197 , The magistrate has also to keep in view
language employed in section 202 CRPC which stipultes  resident
of the accused at a place beyond the area in which magistrate exer-
cises his jurisdiction.This is not clear.

secretariat notifica-
tion  Chief judicial magistrate's Court in Surat

sentence 
apeal  Supreme Court

party leader Ajam Khan  
disqualify  Supreme Court bench led by Chief jus-
tice of India Dy Chandrachur on November 9 last year was critical
of the speed in which he was disqualified by the Assembly. 
speed  judgement Ajam Khan 

disqualify  
Supreme Court critically 

Referring to some other cases where disqualification of law maker
were done belatedly. The Bench said that you can't pick and choose
people and favour granting of oppourtunity to Khan.

disqualification 
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Right to move the adjournment of the
Assembly for the purpose of discussing a definite matter --

of urgent public importants  
 shall be subject to the following restrictions

namely not more than one such pushing shall be made at the same
sitting ,

   not more than  one such motion shall be made at
the same sitting -  not more than one matter
can be discussed on the same motion and the motion must be re-
stricted to the spesific matter of recent occurence-

   urgent public imporance-   Rules of
procedure and conduct of Business in Assam Legislative Assembly-

 - motion for the adjournment  of the matter on public
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importance---

The decission of questions as to dis-
qualification of member if any question arises as
to whether an member of either house of Parliament has become
subject to  any of the disqualification motion mention in clause - 1 of
article 102 the question shall be reffered for the decision of the
president and his decision shall be final.  report
giving any decision on such question the president shall obtained the
opinion of the election commission and shall act according to such
opinion. 

it is a
unpreceedented that we are expressing opinion on judicial verdict,
So 
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LOP 

Leader
of House poster
show

Sir, I beg to present the Reports of the Depart-
mentally Related Standing Committee on Work Departments, Assam
Legislative Assembly for the year 2023-2024 as follows:

24th Report under Grant Nos.17,33,44 & 64 relating to Public
Works Department. 25th Report under Grant Nos. 30 & 44 relating to
Public Health Engineering Department. 25th Report under Grant Nos.
63 & 44 relating to Water Resources Department. 20th Report under
under Grant Nos.6, 7, 41, 72 relating to Revenue & Disaster Man-
agement Department, 24th Report under Grant Nos. 49 & 44 relating
to Irrigation Department. 24th Report under Grant Nos.31, 32,34,44
& 73 relating to Housing and Urban Affairs Department. 20th Report
under Grant No.16 relating to Information, Public Relations, Printing
& Stationery Department. Thank you.

Shri Gobinda Chandra Basumatari(Udalguri) : Hon'ble Spaker
Sir, I beg to present the following Reports of the Departmentally
Related Standing Committee on Development (A) Departments.

The Reports are :

1. Twentieth Report of Exicise Department, Grant No. 8.

2.Twenty Fifth Report on Transport Department, Grant No.9.
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3.Twentieth  Report on General Administration Department Grant
Nos. 12 & 21.

4. Twenty Fifth Report on Food and Civil Supplies Department Grant
Nos. 37 & 46.

5.Twenty Fifth Report on Tribal Affairs (Plains) Department Grant
No.38.

6.Twenty Fifth Report on Women Child and Development Department,
Grant No.39.

7. Fist Report on Social Justice and Empowerment Department Grant
No.40.

8. Twenty Fifth Environment and Forest Department, Grant No. 55.

9. Twenty Fifth Report on Industries and Commerce & Public
Enterprise Department, Grant Nos. 58 & 60.

10. Twenty Fifth Report on Mines and Minerals Department, Grant
No. 61.

11. Twenty Third Report on Power (Electricity), Department, Grant
No. 62.

12. Twentieth Report on Sports & Youth Welfare Department, Grant
No.74.
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Hon'ble Speaker : The House is Adjourned for 15th Minutes.

 reply
Adjournment Motion 

 reply

reply

 
reply reply

reply

 reply
reply

 LOP
reply 

admissibility 
 

reply

admissibility 
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Please,

slogan

No slogan  No slogan   No slogan  

Suspension 

 
for the rest of the House, expel 

 expel 

decorum 

Suspension 

Suspension 

The House adjourned for 20 minutes.
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The right to move the adjournment of the Assembly for
the purpose of discussing a definite matter of urgent public impor-
tance shall be subject to the following restrictions.

Not more than one such motion shall be made at the same
sitting.

Not more than one  matter can be discussed on the same mo-
tion, the motion must not revive discussion on a matter which have
been discussed.

The motion must not anticipate a matter which has been previ-
ously appointed for consideration or with reference to which a no-
tice of motion has been previously given.

The motion must not  deal with a matter on which a resolution
could not be moved.

The motion shall not deal with any matter which is under ad-
judication by a Court of Law having jurisdiction.

sufficient
to say that community belongs to other backward class 

OBC OBC 
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whether I don't know
what is the context but he has clearly said that why allegations comes
only against the title or the community of this particular community
or the particular title. Then agreed by that I am just giving the back
ground  

 agreed by that Purnesh
Modi has file an application before the Chief judicial Magistrate
Surat,  Court, we all know we respect judiciary we do not criticise a
judicial verdict. What High Court has withdrawn,  how High Court
has pass order. Normally this Augst House do not discussed. Be-
cause otherwise every thing we have to discuss from tomorrow. Now
and that Court is not of Assam also. We do not have any jurisdiction.
Now  Surat Court after hearing both the parties and in presence of
Shri Rahul Gandhi announced a verdict that he has been imprisoned
for two years in presence Shri Rahul Gandhi pronounced a verdict
that he has been imprisoned for two years 

Now, the Leader of the Opposition 
adjournment motion Are you disagree the

judgment , yes we may be disagreed with the judgment . Now, what
the judge has done, the judge has said that you have been enlarged on
bail and you have one month to appeal. Now, judge was feared and
before pronouncement of the judgment,  judge 

apology render  He has said, I am not going to render the
apology, neither he has said that my allegation is only against two or
three individual, he has not said any thing, neither he has put any thing
of records, the learned judge after hearing both the parties after giv-
ing  detailed opportunity to Rahul Gandhi he has passed a judgment.
It may be right , it may be wrong.  This is for the High Court and
Session Court now to decide, tomorrow it may have the judgment
could  have been set aside or judgment can be up hold. Now, it is
house, are you going to discuss a judgment passed by a court in Gujarat.
So the was my first objection that whether we can discuss that issue
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that judgment  render  by a court in Surat can be discussed in Assam
Assembly because this court is not only from Assam 
and it is not an ex parte order.The order has been passed after hearing
the both the parties. Now, Hon'ble Speaker Sir, let us come to the
disqualification. This has a history 

Our rep-
resentatives of the peoples Act, Section 83 and Section 84, the repre-
sentatives of the peoples Act Section 83 has said that anybody con-
victed for two and more years will be disqualified for the prison
term of two years and six years more that means 

2013 al-
though eight representatives of people act has 83, there was a provi-
sion also 84 convicted 

mem-
bership that was the law the representative of people of act 84

in 2013 Hon’ble Justice A K
Patnayak exactly Jus-
tice AK Patnayak and another judge, they given a verdict 10th July,
2013 that was a famous case of Lily Thomas Vs Union
of India with Lok Prahari that was the case , in that case the Court has
given a judgement that section 84 is unconstitutional. The Supreme
Court of India has said that, if there is anybody who has been con-
victed disqualification will happen at once disqualification  with im-
mediate effect , this is the judgement of Justice Patnayak and another
brother judges in 2013 Lily Thomas Vs Union of India with Lok Prahari

Justice PatNayak 
brother judge  judgement  judgement section

84 of representatives of people act ultra  virus unconstitutional
anybody who will be convicted for more than two years

will be disqualified at once. judgement Justice Patnayak
Judge judgement 

rule of the land judgement convicted  conviction 
 there is no question of giving notice  Leader of the Oppo-

sition Election Commission notice Election Commis-
sion the court says who is that court Supreme Court of
this Nation has said that disqualification will happen at once with
immediate effect that is the language 
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to be Failed to that UPA government at that of the point of time
Shree Kopil shibal who was the union of the Law Minister he moved
that bill on 30 August in Rajya Sabha saying that no, it will Not had
effect of  immediate effect. He will get the time to appeal 

 but he will continue to be member of parlia-
ment or  member of the Assembly. Now who has move the bill this
bill was moved by Shree Kopil Sibal the then Law Minister of this
nation. Why he move the bill because he wants to distinguish the
judgement rendered by the Supreme Court in 10th July 2013. 10th
July 2013 Court Judgement disqualify

We are govern by the rule of law
no body question Supreme Court judgement. If we are offended the
Supreme Court judgement file a review petition. Now what has been
done the Government of India has file a review petition also. That
bench has dismiss the review pitition also. no the membership
will seized to exist from the immediate effect  judgement 

he will be disqualify at once. Now what happened
review was file, review was dismissed by that court after the hearing
open court, normally Supreme Court review pitition Chamber

 but beacause this was a serious matter justice Patnayak and his
colleague decided to hear in the court. Open court 
review  dissmiss Now that state is over. review 

dismissed 
 he will not be disqualified but he will not draw salary and

he will not vote in case there is a voting. 
U.P. Govt. got an ordinance

ordinance pass 
ordi-

nance 
ordinance with immediate effect mem-

bership cancel 
ordinance 

Now, what happened on 28 September, Rahul Gandhi call for
a press conference press conference 
ordinance My party does not support this
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ordinance.
he definately be-

longs to the congress parallely press
conference in support of the ordinance press 

  you are in support of the ordinance, but, hundred
meter away Rahul Gandhi tear off the ordinance

Congress party be-
lieve in Supreme Court, that membership should go
at once. Justice A.K. Patnaik & Justice S.J. Mukhopadhaya was in the
Bench record 

 issued a press release 
debate 

withdraw ordinance withdraw 
law of the land is now what, 

judgement nullify 
there was a move by Dr. Manmohan Singh but that move was

opposed by the very leader for whom today we are fighting. 

Are we opposing Rahul Gandhi,
are we saying that he is no longer our leader. This is a Press Confer-
ence on 28th September where Rahul Gandhi has said that the Mem-
bership should cease to exist at once ordinance 

 for whom today we are fighting. Rahul Gandhi him-
self said that Membership should cease to exist at once. 

Today there is a development, Lakhsadeep MP, he was dis-
qualified at once, now, Supreme Court has stayed his order. Speaker
has restored his Membership. It is a development of today 
Rahul Gandhi's sentense is stayed by High Court and Supreme Court,
Speaker will take the decision

ACLP which I
have withdrawn now

but was is the public statement of Rahul Gandhi, he is your leader.

he is a non-controvercial figure ordi-
nance tear it off in front of full Delhi Media. In five min-
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utes, Ajay Makan has said that whatever is the view of Rahul Gandhi
is the view of Indian National Congress. ACLP 

ordinance ACLP 
but Rahul Gandhi public state-

ment Congress got the authority to ask
democracy public statement

convict 
then his Membership should cease to exist at once. 

This is a judgement by Justice A.K. Patnaik
and Justice S.J. Mukhopadhaya passed on 10th July, 2013.

 will you allow this Assembly to discuss a
judgement passed by the Supreme Court of India, will you adjourn
this House to discuss or criticise a judgement passed by the Supreme
Court of India Karma hits back on Rahul Gandhi.

 but public Statement is Rahul Gandhi supported
the Judgement and he himself ask his party to withdraw the ordi-
nance.  Are we challanging
the Indian Judiciary. Indian Judiciary 
CIB ED This judgement has been passed
by a Court in Surat. Can we wear black dress and protest against
judgement of the Court? Indian Praliament 

court conviction Will the BJP
MLA wear a black dress and demonstrate? No. We will go to the
High Court, we will go to the Supreme Court, we will go to the
Session Court. We will never defy judiciary. This trend is not good
for Indian Democracy. democracy What
do you want? Do you want to criticise Justice Patnaik? Do you want
to criticise Justice Mukkhopadhaya or do you want to criticise Jus-
tice H. S. Verma of Surat High Court. Now, he may be wrong entirely,
there is a judicial process laid down to go to the Session Court. You
can go to High Court, you can go to Supreme Court. 

Leader of the Opposition, who is in an Constitu-
tional position procession

to protest agianst he judgement of a Court of Law.

individual is not above law, individual
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is subject to a court. in a different circumstance 
Supreme Court judgement stay judi-
ciary So Judiciary is double aged sword. Sometime you will
get judgement in favour, sometime you will get a judgement in favour
sometimes we will get a judgment against. Because we will get a
judgment against, will we protest? will we come for a adjornment
motion? Will we do this kind of things ? 

defeniately as a CM I will activate
my sources

And that judicial verdict is also not within the
jurisdiction of Caurt of Assam . It has come from the Caurt of Gujrat.

Let me not go into the married but on substance can we
opposed what  has been laid down by  Supreme Caurt? 

He would have signed and disqualification would not happen today
to Rahul Gandhi. 

You will take a decision, you
will tear of the ordinance, you will invite disqualification by your-
self and you will critisized Prim e Minister, Modi for that.  

We have political deferences, we
have our leaders that is a party forum. But Rahul Gandhi has nothing
to do it the state of Asam as he might be leader of Congress party.
But how Assam Assembly is involved with this. 

it has been
seconded by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition.  Leader of of the
House has right to reply. You may not right
the judgment you oppose it. 

Assembly must run for the interest of
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the opposition. we will come later. 

Lear
of Opposition has raise this 

disqualification will happens at once.

unless it
is involeve with the State policy. We will not discuss anything. 

judgement and the judgement was actu-
ally supported by Rahul Gandhi in 2013, we sould not discuss it
here. So my request is that this adjorment motion can not be admitted
and if Hon'ble Speaker admit it motion then it will send a bad
preceedence because both the orders of the Surat Caurt is also a
judicial order and two thousand order also a judicial order. We can
not discuss the order of Judiciary in this Assembly unless something
is related to the life or lifeline of the people of Assam. 
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Please Please.

technical point.

admisibility leader of the house 
adjourament motion 

admit 

judgement rule 
judgement judiciary 

disqualifi-
cation Parliament 

Autonomy. 

Secretariate

immature 
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leader of the house actualy  not
under adjudication of any court. Trial Court

matter Subjudice 
No case pending,

MLA/ NCP   
Trial Court with-

draw Speaker Office notice
President permission 

schedule10 Speaker of right 
President of India Election Comission only matter of defec-
tion 

judgement 

BBC 
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World cham-
pionship 

negative message 
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Ups and down
Ups 
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She brought
laurel to this country, she brought laurel to this state. 

I have seen her mental agony. 
I have seen her

mental agony.
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Cut Motion.
Cut Motion  priority Grant

No.57 Grant No. 39-
Grant No. 65 Grant No.57

Grant No.57

move

Next 

move
move 

Hon’ble Speaker Sir, I move that the
Grant moved by the Hon’ble Minister, P&RD be reduced to Rs. 1.

Grant No.57
Next 
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MGNREGA

MGNREGA

MGNREGA
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soul of India lives in villages
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open defeca-
tion free 

DBT
direct  

cluster 
bathroom  

tide  untide

Panchayat and Rural Ministry  

Munici-
pality Board Municipality  Corporation 

spe-
cific  sub urban area

develop  
develop  

garbage waste management 
tax  
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tax  
sub urban area Sub Urban Body 

accountable  loca-
tion 
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MGNREGA
MGNREGA 

MGNREGA MGNREGA

MGNREGA

rural connectivity 

rural connectivity 

MMS
(Mobile Monitoring System) MGNREGA 

attendence 
MGNREGA MGNREGA 

MGNREGA

MMS (Mobile Monitoring System)
attendence 

MGNREGA
permission 

Job Card Holder 
maximum on-

going 
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input sub-
sidy

 input subsidy 
input subsidy  boundary wall  solar light

 Cooperative Society

input subsidy  permissible
work 

permissible work 

MGNREGA
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MGNREGA 
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MGNREGA 
Action plan enrolment

special drive

 full strength 

full strength 
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PWD 

materials pavers block
manbase materials ra-

tio proportion 
 

waiting list
waiting list 

waiting list 
waiting list 

waiting list 
waiting list 

BDO 

waiting
list 
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Amendment Act

paver block 
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waiting list 

PMGSY 
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